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BULLIONS WEEKLY TECHNICAL LEVELS
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TECHNICAL VIEW – As last week gold has closed on 29165, we can see in the chart that

gold has closed below the trend line support but the 100 day MA and the next support
has stopped the price to go down below this level, RSI and MACD both indicator are in
buying zone, major support level is 28820, below this level gold can touch the next level
that is 28475 and 28000, resistance level would be 29342 and the 29519. We expect
some buying in coming week.

FUNDAMENTAL VIEW - Gold price rallied upwards strongly to succeed breaching 1299.20 level and settles
above it, which supports our bullish overview efficiently in the upcoming period, paving the way to head
towards our next target at 1321.49, noting that holding above 1299.20 represents initial condition to continue
the suggested bullish wave.
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TECHNICAL VIEW – Last week silver has closed on 39268, it did not break the trend line

support and closed above it, Level 38377 is the major support level we expect it will not
break and buying will start in coming week that will lead the price on 39736 and 40204,
but if its break the support level then the next level would be 38377 and 37486, RSI and
MACD both indicator are showing buying on chart.

FUNDAMENTAL VIEW – Silver price shows calm bullish bias since morning to
approach 17.00 barrier, to keep the bullish trend scenario valid for the upcoming period, reminding you that
our main waited target is located at 17.43, while holding above 16.56 represents key condition to continue
the positive overview.
Expected trading range for today is between 16.70 support and 17.00 resistance .
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TECHNICAL VIEW – Last week crude has closed on 3849, overall last week crude has shown
strong buying and closed the major weekly resistance, this buying will continue till 3895 and
3941 level, RSI and MACD both indicator are showing very strong upside movement in coming
days

FUNDAMENTAL VIEW Crude oil price resumes its positive trading in attempt to move
away from 60.00 barrier, to keep the bullish trend scenario active on the intraday and

short term basis, supported by the EMA50, reminding you that our next target is located at 62.30, while
holding above 59.00 represents key condition to continue the suggested rise.
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TECHNICAL VIEW – Copper last week closing is 465.90, price did not sustain above resistance of

471.55and closed below this level, bearish engulfing pattern on top is showing some more
selling that is around 459.80 level, overall trend is very strong this profit booking will attract
more buying around 465-471 level, MACD and RSI both indicator are in buying zone, next week
we are expecting copper opening will be down.
FUNDAMENTAL VIEW - Copper prices recovered marginally on Wednesday after the biggest one

day fall in three years in Tuesday’s session. However, stronger DX citing passage of US tax bill by both houses
continued to hurt dollar denominated metals. Also, doubts regarding demand in China is also hurting the metal as
China’s copper imports fell to 330,000 metric tons of unwrought copper and copper products in October, 23.2%
lower compared to September to the lowest level since April 2017. Copper prices are currently trading higher by 0.4
percent at D 6577 / t. Copper prices are likely to trade sideways today as stronger DX ahead of key Nonfarm payrolls
report will continue to bother metal investors. However, expectations that the PBoC will stand pat on interest rates
despite tightening policies elsewhere in the developed world will provide a cushion.
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